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Wearables Weekly 

 

As we wrap up the first quarter of this year, here are five themes that have emerged in the early 
months of 2016. In other headlines this week, Under Armour finally released its $400 HealthBox and a 
new study of 136,000 consumer reviews reports findings on which wearable devices users are most and 
least satisfied. Read the latest below! 

  
1. Beyond step counting 

Wearables have traditionally focused on physical activity metrics, but an increasing number of 
technologies are addressing health in a more holistic way, including issues like mental health and smoking 
cessation. While health technologies have often neglected to address female reproductive health, fertility 
tracking has become a particularly hot area. As these applications expand, both Apple and Fitbit are also 
extending their business from consumer technology to research and healthcare institutions.  

 
2. Better design 

Many consumers have complained that wearables are ugly, cumbersome, and uncomfortable. It seems 
manufacturers are finally listening. Fitbit released the Alta and has partnered with fashion brand Public 
School on accessories for its new device. At CES 2016, Misfit delayed the stylish Ray tracker. Fossil, which 
recently acquired Misfit, has also released a variety of good-looking fitness trackers and smartwatches.   
 

3. Smart clothing 
At CES 2016, a number of companies unveiled smart clothing items including smart shoes, a sports bra, and 
various products from Samsung. Ralph Lauren also recently introduced its $300 PoloTech fitness shirt, a 
compression top with sensors and a companion app that displays these metrics and incorporates the data 
into customized workouts and training programs.  

 
4. Advancing sensor technology  

Relevant to our first theme above, wearable sensors are advancing beyond an ability to count steps and 
estimate energy expenditure. A new Apple Watch band provides medical grade EKG readings and will 
become commercial available pending FDA approval. Researchers from South Korea have developed a 
patch that can both monitor blood glucose levels and deliver medication to control blood sugar levels. 
Another research team at UC Berkeley has developed a flexible sensor that measures the electrolytes and 
metabolites in sweat, along with skin temperature.  

 
5. Potential financial constraints 

Some people are predicting that the digital health bubble is about to pop. There has been no shortage 
of bad press surrounding unicorns Theranos and Zenefits in their attempts to disrupt the industry. In 
wearables, both Jawbone and Pebble have recently experienced financial issues. Despite these 
troubles, wearables are certainly not a fad – the market experienced huge growth in 2015 and is 
projected to continue growing.   

 
Other Health Technology Headlines 
As Wearables in Workplace Spread, So Do Legal Concerns 
Beyond the health tech hype: generating evidence in digital health 
Can Apple’s color-shifting screen really help you fall asleep faster? 
FDA clears Sensimed sensor-embedded contact lens 

http://techcrunch.com/2016/03/14/blooming-stress/
http://mobihealthnews.com/content/wearable-smoking-cessation-reduces-cravings-small-trial
http://mobihealthnews.com/content/wearable-smoking-cessation-reduces-cravings-small-trial
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/mar/23/fitbit-for-your-period-the-rise-of-fertility-tracking
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/mar/23/fitbit-for-your-period-the-rise-of-fertility-tracking
http://www.informationweek.com/mobile/apple-carekit-researchkit-6-apps-aiming-for-a-healthier-world/d/d-id/1324852
http://medcitynews.com/2016/02/fitbit-and-healthcare-applications/?rf=1
http://time.com/4263393/fitbit-alta-review/
http://www.racked.com/2016/2/10/10951858/public-school-fitbit
http://www.racked.com/2016/2/10/10951858/public-school-fitbit
http://www.theverge.com/2016/1/5/10714396/misift-ray-fitness-tracker-announced-ces-2016
http://mashable.com/2016/01/05/fossil-smartwatches/#t1soXI3rzkqw
http://www.pcworld.com/article/3020617/ces/altra-iq-smart-shoes-give-you-feedback-tips-to-improve-your-running-form.html
http://mashable.com/2016/01/07/ombra-sports-bra-fitness-tracker/#_BY3Naoge8qg
http://mashable.com/2016/01/09/samsung-smart-fashion/#xoq12RBW.iqX
http://www.engadget.com/2016/03/18/ralph-lauren-polotech-review/
http://techcrunch.com/2016/03/16/alivecor-unveils-kardia-band-a-medical-grade-ekg-band-for-apple-watch/
http://www.popsci.com/this-wearable-patch-uses-sweet-to-monitor-blood-glucose-levels
http://www.engadget.com/2016/01/27/flexible-sweat-sensors-monitor-fluids-while-you-exercise/
http://www.fastcompany.com/3057341/investors-dumb-money-for-digital-health-will-vanish-as-quickly-as-it-came-in
http://mobihealthnews.com/content/jawbone-adds-165m-loses-new-president-and-half-its-valuation
http://www.theverge.com/2016/3/23/11292742/pebble-laying-off-25-percent-of-staff
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2016/03/24/what-pebbles-layoffs-can-tell-us-about-the-market-for-smartwatches/?tid=sm_tw
http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS41037416
http://www.wsj.com/articles/as-wearables-in-workplace-spread-so-do-legal-concerns-1457921550
http://rockhealth.com/beyond-the-health-tech-hype-generating-evidence-in-digital-health/
http://www.theverge.com/2016/3/29/11326194/apple-night-shift-blue-light-sleep
http://www.massdevice.com/fda-clears-sensimed-sensor-embedded-contact-lens/
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Here’s the Biggest Complaint Consumers Have About Wearables 
How Wearables Are Advertised To People Who Don't Need Them 
Rythm raises $4M for mobile-enabled sleep tracking headband 
Under Armour’s New Fitness Tracker Has Arrived 

 
If you would like to subscribe to Wearables Weekly or have any other comments/questions, please contact 

Gillian Christie, Health Innovation Analyst at gchristie@thevitalitygroup.com. 

 You can also check out the Wearables Weekly archive at http://thevitalityinstitute.org/wearablesweekly/. 

 

http://fortune.com/2016/03/29/apps-are-wearables-weakness/
http://www.forbes.com/pictures/gkmi45egj/apple-watch-as-worn-b/#5d89dda96a5b
http://mobihealthnews.com/content/rythm-raises-4m-mobile-enabled-sleep-tracking-headband
http://www.gq.com/story/under-armour-healthbox-fitness-tracker-review
mailto:gchristie@thevitalitygroup.com?subject=Wearables%20Weekly%20Feedback
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